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The SSIS SEL Brief Scales (SSIS SELb) are multi-informant (teacher, parent,

and student) measures that were developed to efficiently assess the SEL

competencies of school-age youth in the United States. Recently, the

SSIS SELb was translated into multiple languages for use in a multi-

site study across six European countries (Croatia, Greece, Italy, Latvia,

Portugal, and Romania). The purpose of the current study was to examine

concurrent and predictive evidence for the SEL Composite scores from

the translated versions of the SSIS SELb Scales. Results indicated that SSIS

SELb Composite scores demonstrated expected positive concurrent and

predictive relationships with scores from the Connor-Davidson Resilience

Scale (CD-RISC) and negative relationships with scores from the problem

behavior scales of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ).

Although there were a few exceptions, these patterns generally were

consistent across informants (parents, teachers, and students) and samples

providing initial validity evidence for the Composite score from the translated

versions of the SSIS SELb Scales. Limitations and future research directions

are discussed.
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Introduction

Children who can build and maintain social relationships,
manage their thoughts, feelings and behaviors, and make
responsible decisions are better prepared for success in school
and life (e.g., Caprara et al., 2000; DiPerna et al., 2015,
2016, 2018; Mahoney et al., 2021). Yet, these Social Emotional
Learning (SEL) skills do not automatically and ubiquitously
develop in all children. For many children, specific school-
based supports can be a key factor promoting the acquisition
of these skills (e.g., Durlak et al., 2011). Awareness of
these conclusions is rising across the globe, especially in
the context of the social difficulties posed by the COVID-
19 pandemic (Yoder et al., 2020; Grazzani et al., 2022).
In the European context, increased attention and resources
have been devoted to SEL and SEL programming for several
years (e.g., Cefai et al., 2018a,b). Yet, implementation of
SEL programming requires assessments that are thoughtfully
developed, adapted for their specific intended application (e.g.,
screening), and validated for the interpretations and uses for
which they are intended (Cavioni et al., 2020). Considering
the linguistic diversity present in Europe, many countries
simply do not have access to validated translations of high-
quality SEL measures.

The purpose of the study was to address this need for
high-quality SEL assessments by evaluating evidence concerning
the validity of students’ scores on the SSIS SEL Brief Scales
(SSIS SELb; Elliott et al., 2020) as rated by parents, teachers,
and students from six European countries. These students had
participated in a multi-country, school-based mental health
project (titled PROMEHS) where SEL competency was a
key outcome variable (Cefai et al., in press). Specifically, we
evaluated the concurrent and predictive validity of scores from
the SSIS SELb Scales (Elliott et al., 2020) by correlating them
with scores from the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
(SDQ; Goodman, 1997), a measure of mental health, and
the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC; Connor and
Davidson, 2003), an adolescent self-report measure of resilience.

European measurement of social
emotional learning

Although comprehensive programs have been developed
to promote SEL across schools in Europe, there is a lack
of assessment compendia that recommend instruments to
measure SEL, due in part to the scarcity of available measures
intended for use across multiple countries. Cefai et al. (2021)
recommended that SEL assessments be multi-modal, inclusive,
and strengths-based to accurately assess students’ social and
emotional skills and competencies. However, schools generally
rely on vague guidelines for choosing an assessment, rather than

a specified instrument catalog, resulting in less standardized and
psychometrically valid assessment practices.

Recent projects have made promising strides toward
developing comprehensive SEL assessments designed for
use across European countries. For example, the European
Assessment Protocol for Children’s SEL Skills developed and
validated a SEL measure, How One Feels (HOF), designed
for use with children aged 6 through 10. This assessment
consists of 10 vignettes that are designed to capture how the
student predicts the character in the vignette will feel, and
subsequently, how they will act (Cefai et al., 2021). Despite these
recent efforts, most schools across Europe rely on translated
versions of existing screeners with little established validity
evidence, teacher observations, and various student self-report
instruments to assess students’ SEL competencies.

The Promoting Mental Health at Schools (PROMEHS)1

project was in fact developed to address some of these issues
on the promotion of mental health and social and emotional
learning. In view of the lack of European based programs in SEL
and mental health, the project aimed to design, implement and
evaluate a mental health promotion curriculum in schools for
students, school staff and parents, leading to the development
of an evidence based, universal program for schools in Europe.
This entailed the use of common measures which could be used
across the six European program countries in evaluating the
impact of the program and how this may vary across contexts.
The SSIS-SEL Brief Scales were selected not only because they
were sufficiently brief and user friendly but also they evaluate
SEL as construed in the project, that is, the five domains in the
CASEL SEL framework: self-awareness, self-management, social
awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making
(Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning
[CASEL], 2021).

The SSIS SEL brief scales and the
PROMEHS study

This study focuses on international validation of scores from
the SSIS SEL Brief Scales (SSIS SELb; Elliott et al., 2020), which
are brief, multi-informant (teacher, parent, student) rating
scales targeting children’s SEL. The SSIS SELb were created
using procedures grounded in Item Response Theory (IRT:
Hambleton et al., 1991) to identify items that were most efficient
for screening children likely struggling with SEL skills. Using
the item pools from the full SSIS SEL (Gresham and Elliott,
2017), the SSIS SELb authors developed 20-item rating forms
for teachers (Anthony et al., 2021); parents (Elliott et al., 2021);
and students (Anthony et al., 2020a). All forms were aligned
with the prominent framework suggested by the (Collaborative

1 https://www.promehs.org
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for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning [CASEL],
2021) that includes five interrelated domains: Self-Awareness;
Self-Management; Relationship Skills, Social Awareness, and
Responsible Decision-Making. Although subscale scores are
available for each of these domains, the SSIS SELb authors
recommend that interpretation be focused on the SSIS SELb
Composite—an aggregate score representing each of the five
CASEL domains equally. Previous studies support the reliability
and validity of the SSIS SELb scores (e.g., Elliott et al., 2020;
Anthony et al., 2021) for students in U.S. schools.

The data featured in this report are part of the PROMEHS
project completed by a team of European researchers in
Croatia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Portugal, and Romania. These
investigators advanced the understanding of children’s social
emotional learning (SEL) competencies as viewed by parents,
teachers, and students themselves. To accomplish this work,
the research team, in collaboration with the authors of
the SSIS SEL Brief Scales, first translated and then tested
the measurement invariance of the translated versions of
SSIS SELb assessments with parents’, teachers’, and students’
representative of their respective countries (Anthony et al.,
Accepted). Specifically, the measurement invariance of the
translated SSIS SELb versions was examined with data from
a sample of 10,609 teacher ratings, 8,549 parent ratings, and
6,611, student ratings in 2020–2021. Results revealed a high
degree of measurement invariance, supporting the use of the
SSIS SELb for comparative research across these countries.
Further evidence of the validity of these same scores, along with
other concurrent and translated measures of the students’ social
emotional functioning are needed before making confident
conclusions about the effects of the PROMEHS project on
students’ social emotional competence. When providing validity

evidence for scores from a measure, it is also important to
consider the strength of validity evidence for criterion measures.
Unexpected or disappointing results from validity analyses can
indicate problems with either the measure under investigation
or the outcome measures (or both) and thus using more
evidence-based outcome measures increases the likelihood of
generating meaningful validity data. The outcome measures
chosen for this study were the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ; Goodman, 1997) and the Connor-
Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC; Connor and Davidson,
2003). The SDQ measures the mental health of school children
as reported by teachers, parents, and students themselves. This
measure includes four negatively valenced subscales (Emotional
Symptoms; Conduct Problems; Hyperactivity/Inattention; Peer
Relationship Problems) and one positively valenced subscale
(Prosocial Behavior). The CD-RISC is a self-report measure of
children’s resilience, a construct that has been linked with SEL
skills (Reyes et al., 2013). There is extensive evidence supporting
the reliability and validity of scores from these measures overall
including a relatively large amount of evidence specifically
gathered in most of the countries included in this project. For

examples of prior psychometric research on the SDQ and CD-
RISC in these countries, see Table 1 and for an explication of this
evidence, see Supplementary Material.

Research strategy and expected
outcomes

Our research strategy was to explore validity evidence for
the SSIS SELb translations via examination of concurrent and
predictive validity correlations between the SSIS SELb SEL
Composite and scores from the SDQ and CD-RISC across
participating countries. We expected several broad outcomes to
emerge:

1) Because they measure similar positive social behaviors, we
expected scores from the SDQ Prosocial Behavior subscale
to correlate positively and moderately with scores from the
SSIS SELb SEL Composite for all informants.

2) Based on prior literature establishing negative
relationships between positive SEL skills and emotional
behavior concerns (e.g., Elliott et al., in press,
Giannakopoulos et al., 2013), we anticipated that scores
from negatively valenced SDQ subscales (Emotional
Symptoms; Conduct Problems; Hyperactivity/Inattention;
Peer Relationships Problems) to correlate negatively and
moderately to strongly with the SSIS SELb SEL Composite
Scores across informants.

3) Based on established relationships between SEL and
resilience (e.g., Reyes et al., 2013), we expected scores from
the CD-RISC, rated only by older students, to correlate
moderately positively with the SSIS SELb SEL Composite
scores.

These anticipated outcomes specifically are in reference
to concurrent validity correlations—we expected predictive
validity correlations to be weaker in magnitude relative to
their concurrent validity counterparts. Beyond evaluating these
overall relationships, we compared them across countries to
determine whether validity evidence was substantially different
for any SSIS SELb translation.

Method

Participants

Several samples were used to complete our analyses
including a sample of teachers who completed the SSIS SELb-
Teacher SSIS SELb-T and the SDQ; a sample of parents who
completed the SSIS SELb-Parent (SSIS SELb-P) and the SDQ;
and a sample of children who completed the SSIS SELb-Student
(SSIS SELb-S), SDQ, and the CD-RISC (Table 2). These samples
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TABLE 1 Summary of psychometric studies of validity measures across countries.

Teacher Parent Student/Self report

Croatia

SDQ Cronbach α’s from 0.63 to 0.84 across
subscales; Five-factor structure explaining
57.35% of total variance (Tatalović
Vorkapič et al., 2017)

None CFI equal to 0.84 and RMSEA equal to 0.05 for
five-factor model (Stevanovic et al., 2015)

CD-RISC – – Resilience was negatively correlated (r = -0.25)
with a Maternity Blues scale (Mikuš et al., 2020)

Greece

SDQ Cronbach α’s from 0.81 to 0.92 across
subscales; Factor loadings for the
five-factor model ranging from 0.42 to
0.81 (Bibou-Nakou et al., 2019)

Cronbach α for total difficulties score
equal to 0.78; Moderate to high
correlations between parent SDQ and
KIDSCREEN-52 (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2013)

Cronbach α for total difficulties score equal to 0.77;
Moderate to high correlations between self-report
SDQ and KIDSCREEN-52 (Giannakopoulos et al.,
2013)

CD-RISC – – Cronbach α of 0.93; Resilience scores significantly
negatively correlated (−0.67) with Perceived Stress
Scale (Tsigkaropoulou et al., 2018)

Italy

SDQ Cronbach α’s from 0.56 (conduct
problems) to 0.81 (total difficulties score);
CFA for five-factor model showed
RMSEA = 0.048 (Tobia and Marzocchi,
2018)

Cronbach α’s from 0.56 (conduct
problems) to 0.81 (total difficulties score);
CFA for five-factor model showed
RMSEA = 0.048 (Tobia and Marzocchi,
2018)

Cronbach α’s from 0.66 to 0.72 for total difficulties
scale and from 0.64 to 0.70 for prosocial behavior;
All factor loadings significant for a three-factor
model (Di Riso et al., 2010)

CD-RISC – – Cronbach α equal to 0.84; Internalizing and
externalizing problems reported to be negatively
and significantly correlated with resilience
(Grazzani et al., 2022)

Latvia

SDQ Cronbach α equal to 0.70 across subscales;
(Martinsone et al., 2022)

Spearman’s r correlation between Autism
Spectrum Quotient-10-Child (AQ-10) and
SDQ equal to 0.67; Parent SDQ found to
be highly correlated with Signposting
Questionnaire for Autism, for the whole
sample (Jones et al., 2020)

None

CD-RISC – – None

Portugal

SDQ Cronbach α equal to 0.80 for the prosocial
behavior scale and two positively worded
items from the Peer Problems subscale
(Veiga et al., 2017)

Cronbach α’s ranging from 0.56 to 0.79;
Acceptable fit with five-factor model with
all items significantly loading onto their
subscales (Costa et al., 2020)

Cronbach α’s ranging from 0.57 to 0.70;
Concurrent validity demonstrated between the
SDQ a related measure, the Youth Self-Report
(Rodrigues et al., 2019)

CD-RISC – – Evidence of concurrent validity with validated
measures of stress, life satisfaction, mental health
and physical health (Anjos et al., 2019)

Romania

SDQ None None Cronbach α’s ranging from 0.42 to 0.79 across all
four difficulties subscales; No tested models
demonstrated acceptable fit with the data, but the
five-factor model performed the best
comparatively (Sharratt et al., 2014)

CD-RISC – – Cronbach α equal to 0.91; Results from a CFA
supported a bidimensional model (Giurcă et al.,
2021)

SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; CD-RISC, Connor Davidson Resilience Scale.

were gathered as part of a larger project evaluating the effects
of a comprehensive mental health promotion intervention in
schools. Two different samples were drawn for each informant:
a concurrent validity sample consisting of both experimental
and control cases at pretest, and a predictive validity sample

consisting of only control cases who had data at both pretest
and posttest. The broader samples came from 240 schools across
the six countries (Croatia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Portugal, and
Romania) included in this study. Where possible, systematic
sampling (e.g., sample every third student from the class
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TABLE 2 Demographic characteristics of concurrent validity samples.

Characteristic Greece Croatia Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

T P S T P S T P S T P S T P S T P S

Concurrent validity
sample

n 1,600 732 206 1,112 853 128 2,256 1,382 749 1,792 1,636 732 1,677 1,326 836 1,772 2,087 979

Female 49.4 – 52.4 47.2 – 60.2 51.1 – 53.3 50.5 – 54.3 51.8 – 52.3 52.7 – 63.7

Grade

Kindergarten 39.1 – – 37.8 – – 30.9 – – 29.2 – – 20.5 – – 33.9 – –

Primary 39.4 – – 31.8 – – 32.1 – – 36.9 – – 34.0 – – 26.6 – –

Secondary 21.5 – 100.0 30.4 – 100.0 36.9 – 100.0 33.7 – 100.0 45.5 – 100.0 39.4 – 100.0

Predictive validity
sample

n 356 105 47 386 242 51 589 256 148 922 783 353 538 391 227 497 427 55

Female 51.4 – 40.4 46.4 – 52.9 49.9 – 52.0 50.1 – 53.8 52.2 55.5 54.1 – 58.2

Grade

Kindergarten 56.5 – – 38.9 – – 36.0 – – 30.3 – – 17.5 – 40.2 – –

Primary 30.6 – – 24.1 – – 29.7 – – 38.5 – – 32.7 – 21.9 – –

Secondary 12.9 – 100.0 37.0 – 100.0 34.2 – 100.0 30.9 – 100.0 49.8 100.0 37.9 – 100.0

T, Teacher; P, Parent; S, Student.
Sample sizes reported post listwise deletion, so they reflect the demographics of samples used for analyses. Sample size for predictive validity sample reflects deletion of cases lost to
attrition and non-control group participants. Some percentages do not sum to 100 due to rounding error and missing data.

roster), gender was balanced, and students from disadvantaged
backgrounds (e.g., students with educational needs; migrant
children) were included in the sample.2 Approximately 15%
of children were reported by their teachers to belong to a
disadvantaged group.

Different demographic characteristics were available for
each sample based on what information was deemed relevant
for each informant. A full breakdown of demographic
characteristics of participants can be found in Table 2.

Measures

The focal measure of this study was the SSIS SELb.
Validity measures included the SDQ and the CD-RISC. In-
depth information about the translations of these measures
was discussed previously, but a brief explication of key
psychometrics of the English versions of these measures follows.
Reliability statistics consisting of Cronbach’s α calculated
with the concurrent validity sample and test-retest reliability
statistics calculated with participants from the control group
who also had post-test data are presented in Table 3.
Additionally, example items for each scale can be found in
Supplementary Table 1.

2 To clarify, students whom teachers considered to be disadvantaged
(or those from any other minority group) were neither specifically
targeted nor excluded from the study, but were included based on
application of our systematic sampling procedure.

SSIS SEL Brief Scales
The SSIS SEL Brief Scales (SSIS SELb) is a multi-informant

assessment that evaluates the social-emotional skills of children
and adolescents. The brief version of this assessment was
developed from the SSIS SEL Rating Forms (Gresham and
Elliott, 2017), and it is typically administered as a universal
screening assessment that can be completed in less than 5 min.
The items in this assessment were created to align with the
CASEL framework for social-emotional learning competency
(Anthony et al., 2020a). Three forms of the SSIS SELb have been
developed: the SSIS SELb Teacher K-12 Form (SSIS SELb-T),
the SSIS SELb Parent K-12 Form (SSIS SELb-P), and the SSIS
SELb Student form (SSIS SELb-S). Studies with representative
samples of children from the U.S. indicate the scores from this
assessment to be highly reliable and valid (e.g., Anthony et al.,
2020a,b, 2021, 2022; Elliott et al., 2020). Specifically, alpha values
for SEL composite scores were found to be 0.95 for teachers,
0.91 for parents, and 0.94 for students. High levels of concurrent
validity also were evident when comparing scores from the SSIS
SELb and related measures, such as the Behavior Assessment
System for Children—Second Edition (BASC-2; Reynolds and
Kamphaus, 2004).

In the present study, the SSIS SELb teacher, parent,
and student versions were all translated for use in the six
participating countries. Previous research has supported the
use of the SSIS SELb across various European countries,
finding good levels of measurement invariance across translated
versions (Anthony et al., Accepted). For the current samples,
score reliability (Cronbach’s α and test-retest reliability
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TABLE 3 Reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s α) for analytic measures across countries.

Scale Croatia Greece Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

α Test-
retest

α Test-
retest

α Test-
retest

α Test-
retest

α Test-
retest

α Test-
retest

Teacher

SSIS SELb SEL composite 0.95 0.72 0.95 0.75 0.94 0.77 0.94 0.72 0.95 0.76 0.96 0.78

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

0.80 0.61 0.76 0.65 0.77 0.58 0.76 0.59 0.77 0.58 0.78 0.63

SDQ—Conduct
problems

0.68 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.72 0.69 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.68 0.74 0.65

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

0.85 0.82 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.86 0.78 0.85 0.79 0.84 0.74

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

0.69 0.68 0.61 0.59 0.65 0.59 0.67 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.59 0.58

SDQ—Prosocial 0.86 0.66 0.86 0.66 0.81 0.65 0.82 0.60 0.85 0.68 0.84 0.65

Parent

SSIS SELb SEL composite 0.88 0.68 0.87 0.37 0.85 0.64 0.90 0.68 0.88 0.56 0.91 0.56

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

0.63 0.55 0.64 0.45 0.66 0.60 0.66 0.61 0.64 0.60 0.72 0.57

SDQ—Conduct
problems

0.38 0.48 0.50 0.40 0.57 0.52 0.54 0.61 0.52 0.59 0.63 0.47

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

0.75 0.73 0.55 0.53 0.71 0.64 0.78 0.72 0.76 0.70 0.71 0.63

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

0.56 0.67 0.46 0.41 0.56 0.64 0.52 0.58 0.50 0.61 0.46 0.52

SDQ—Prosocial 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.45 0.63 0.68 0.66 0.59 0.65 0.55 0.69 0.54

Student

SSIS SELb SEL composite 0.82 0.61 0.84 0.07ns 0.83 0.52 0.84 0.60 0.87 0.56 0.86 0.46

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

0.74 0.28 0.75 0.23ns 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.60 0.66 0.57 0.77 0.41

SDQ—Conduct
problems

0.41 0.30 0.39 0.11ns 0.54 0.54 0.40 0.46 0.53 0.55 0.52 0.32

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

0.68 0.39 0.72 0.24ns 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.54 0.69 0.62 0.65 0.43

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

0.57 0.50 0.60 0.14ns 0.59 0.65 0.55 0.58 0.44 0.53 0.49 0.19ns

SDQ—Prosocial 0.66 0.67 0.54 -0.18ns 0.64 0.58 0.64 0.53 0.67 0.42 0.62 0.44

CD—Resilience 0.78 0.57 0.82 0.10ns 0.84 0.69 0.83 0.64 0.82 0.54 0.84 0.56

SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; CD, Connor Davidson Resilience Scale. Unless otherwise noted, all coefficients were statistically significant (p < 0.05).
ns, not significant.

coefficients calculated with the control sample) was generally
strong with the notable exception of test-retest reliability
coefficients for the Greek SSIS SELb-S (Table 3).

Strengths and difficulties questionnaire
The SDQ is an emotional and behavioral screening

questionnaire developed to measure the mental health of
children and adolescents from 3 to 16 years old. This
measure is comprised of five subscales, four of which
assess difficulties (Emotional Symptoms, Conduct Problems,
Hyperactivity/Inattention, Peer Relationships Problems), and
one assesses strengths (Prosocial Behavior; Goodman, 1997).
The SDQ consists of 25 items, each distributed evenly across
the five subscales. All responses are rated on a 3-point Likert

scale (0: “not true”; 1: “somewhat true”; 2: “certainly true”).
The responses for the Prosocial Behavior subscale are reversed
in valence so that the total score indicates the overall level of
severity of problem behaviors.

Parent and teacher forms of the SDQ also are available, each
consisting of the same 25 items found in the self-report form
(Goodman, 1997). The psychometric properties of the SDQ
have been validated in numerous studies in which the translated
versions were used across the six European countries in the
present study (Table 1). Translated versions of the self-report
form of the SDQ have shown adequate levels of reliability and
validity when implemented with Greek, Italian, and Romanian
youth (Di Riso et al., 2010; Giannakopoulos et al., 2013; Sharratt
et al., 2014). Further, the translated parent forms have also
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been validated by previous studies with Latvian and Portuguese
participants (Costa et al., 2020; Jones et al., 2020). A sample of
Croatian teachers completed the translated version of the SDQ
teacher form, and results revealed moderate to high levels of
reliability, supporting the use of the Croatian translation of the
SDQ (Tatalović Vorkapič et al., 2017). For the current sample,
reliability was generally strong across all informants (Table 3).
Some exceptions to this rule for internal consistency included
the Conduct Problems and Peer Relationship Problems scales of
the parent and student report forms. With regard to test-retest
reliability, the Greek self-report sample had notably lower test-
retest reliability coefficients relative to other countries, as did, to
a lesser extent, the Romanian student self-report sample and the
Greek parent report sample.

Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale
The Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC) is a self-

report assessment used to measure resilience. For this study,
we used a short form (Campbell-Sills and Stein, 2007) of the
CD-RISC consisting of 10 items rated on a 5-point Likert-type
scale with response options rated from 0 (“not true at all”)
to 4 (“almost always true”). This measure has demonstrated
good reliability and validity within various samples, and the
original standardization studies yielded a five-factor structure
(Connor and Davidson, 2003). Extant translations of the CD-
RISC in the languages spoken by the six participating countries
were administered for the present study where available. In
countries where a translated CD-RISC had not been developed,
such as Latvia, a translated version was created using a forward-
backward translation process. Researchers consistently have
reported translations of the CD-RISC are psychometrically
valid in Croatia, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Romania (e.g.,
Tsigkaropoulou et al., 2018; Anjos et al., 2019; Mikuš et al., 2020;
Giurcă et al., 2021; Grazzani et al., 2022).

Reliability coefficients for the current sample were fairly
strong with the exception of the test-retest reliability coefficient
for the Greek sample.

Procedures

In the piloting phase it was decided that 1,000 students
were to be selected from each of the six participating country,
clustered by group (experimental control) and by age (4–6, 8–
10, 11–13, 15–16) to represent kindergarten, primary, lower
secondary and upper secondary students. The 250 students
selected from each age cohort were to be allocated equally in
the experimental (125) and control (125) groups. The expected
total sample size (6,000) would guarantee a maximum margin of
error of 1.27% assuming a 95% confidence level.

Cluster sampling was used to select the schools ensuring
good geographical representation (and age and school level),
while stratified sampling was used to select the students from

several classrooms within the selected schools. Selected students
and their respective teachers and parents then completed the
respective questionnaires. The administration of questionnaires
was either completed online (in the case of teachers and
older students) whilst in most instances parents completed
the questionnaires manually and returned them sealed to the
school; in such instances the researchers from that particular
country then inputted all answers in the electronic data base.
The data file was accessed only by the project evaluation
team led by the University of Malta. Similarly, the primary
school students completed the questionnaire manually in
class, with data inputted into the electronic data base by the
respective research teams. Ethical approval was obtained from
the respective academic institutions and educational authorities
and all participants gave their consent before completing
the questionnaires.

The project evaluation team at the University of Malta
in collaboration with the project coordination team at
the University of Milano-Bicocca worked with the main
researchers in the six implementing countries to ensure
quality implementation and evaluation of the program.
Implementation and evaluation guidelines, including
translation and use of instruments, sample size, teacher
training, and duration and frequency of implementation were
agreed upon by the whole team to ensure consistency in
program implementation and evaluation. In each trial country,
a training support team was set to coordinate activities related to
the training courses and supervisions of teachers, the translation
and adaptation of the handbooks and guidelines and to organize
and lead the meetings for school leaders and parents. Teachers
in the experimental condition received 16 h of initial training
in order to receive practical and theoretical knowledge about
mental health promotion in the school context as well as tools
and materials to implement the program. The training was
carried out face to face and/or remotely depending on national
COVID-19 health regulations. During the implementation,
which lasted over a period of 6 months, teachers also received
9 h of mentoring and monitoring by qualified program trainers.
The implementing teachers were provided with a manual of
activities developed by the consortium as part of the project;
their students and parents also received a handbook. A set
of procedures were also applied to monitor the quality of the
implementation across schools and countries. These included
the assessment of program’s fidelity (the extent to which
the implemented intervention corresponds to the originally
intended program), dosage (which refers to how much of
the intervention has been delivered), quality (related to how
well different program components have been conducted),
participants’ responsiveness (referring to the degree to which
the program stimulates the interest and engagement of
participants namely teachers, students, and parents) and
adaptation (related to changes made in the original program
during implementation.
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Due to the COVID-19 situation, however, not all teachers
were able to do 12 activities, with the number of sessions
varying considerably particularly between countries due to
health policies in place related to the pandemic. The majority
of the 423 implementing teachers (59%) completed 10 or more
activities, but 31% completed only 4 or fewer activities.

Data analysis

Full sample sizes and demographics for participants can
be found in Table 2. We used listwise deletion to handle all
missing data because we had relatively small levels of incomplete
cases and we aimed to evaluate the validity of scores from the
SSIS and outcome measures as they are intended to be used
(i.e., without imputation or proration). Missing data percentages
were 5.1%, 5.2%, and 6.8% of all cases for concurrent validity
testing of the SSIS SELb Teacher, Parent, and Student forms,
respectively. For the predictive validity testing, we excluded
cases that were either lost to the study due to attrition or
made coding errors on the identification variable that precluded
determination regarding whether they had been in the treatment
or control groups. For the Teacher, Parent, and Student surveys,
8.5%, 18.6%, and 21.4% of cases were lost to attrition from pre-
test to posttest respectively and a further 15.2%, 23.7%, and
26.2% of cases were lost from pre-test to post-test due to coding
errors. Of the remaining cases, we used control cases resulting
in sample sizes of 3,288; 2,204; and 881 for the Teacher, Parent,
and Student surveys respectively. Once accounting for these
cases, there were no further missing data. Finally, the magnitude
of all correlations was evaluated via Cohen’s (1988) criteria
(i.e., small correlations ≈0.10; medium correlations ≈0.30; large
correlations ≈0.50).

After addressing missing data, analyses were completed
systematically to address the research questions. Our primary
analysis consisted of a repeated set of correlational analyses in
which the correlations between the SSIS SEL Brief Scales SEL
Composite and our outcome measures (SDQ subscales and CD-
RISC total score depending on SSIS SELb form) were estimated.
To evaluate statistically whether these correlations differed
across countries, we estimated these correlations using multi-
group structural equation modeling procedures. Specifically, we
compared a model in which correlations were estimated freely
for each of the six countries and compared this model with
several models to statistically test differences in the magnitude
of correlations across countries. We first conducted an omnibus
test in which the freely estimated model was compared with
a model in which all correlations were constrained to equality
across country. If this test was statistically significant, we
completed 16 model comparisons in which the freely estimated
model was compared with a series of model testing individual
pairwise comparisons between country (e.g., a model in which
the correlation was held equal across Romania and Greece, but

not across other countries). See Supplementary Figure 1 for a
diagram of the model that enabled these analyses.

All analyses were completed using MPlus version 8.3
(Muthén and Muthén, 1998–2019) and the robust maximum
likelihood estimator (MLR) to account for potential non-
normality. All variables initially were standardized to ensure
that raw covariances (which are manipulated in multi-group
SEM models) were equivalent to correlations for model
comparison purposes. Model comparisons were conducted
using the Satorra-Bentler Chi Squared comparison approach
(Satorra and Bentler, 2001) and multiple comparisons were
accounted for using the Benjamini Hochberg false-discovery
rate procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). We completed
our correlational analyses twice: first with concurrent data
and second with predictive data. For concurrent correlations,
we used pre-test data from the broader study and included
both experimental and control cases because neither group had
received intervention at pre-test. For predictive validity analyses,
we only used control cases to ensure that the provision of
the intervention being tested would not influence our results.
All analyses were completed for teacher, parent, and student
versions of the SSIS SELb and outcome measures; however, the
CD-RISC was only used with student respondents.

Results

Mean scores and their standard deviations for all measures
by country-focused samples and informants are documented in
Table 4 (Concurrent validity sample) and Table 5 (Predictive
validity sample). Validity correlations are presented in Table 6
and cross-country comparisons in validity correlations are
found in Table 7.

SSIS SELb teacher

First, we completed correlational analyses for concurrent
validity correlations. Regarding SSIS SELb Composite—
SDQ correlations, correlations generally were negative
and medium for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms scale
(−0.46 < r < −0.23; Mdn. = −0.37); negative and large
for the SDQ Conduct Problems scale (−0.65 < r < −0.58;
Mdn. = −0.61) and the Hyperactivity/Inattention scale
(−0.71 < r < −0.64; Mdn. = −0.68); negative and generally
medium/large for the SDQ Peer Relationship Problems
scale (−0.54 < r < −0.42; Mdn. = −0.48); and positive
and strong for the SDQ Prosocial scale (0.65 < r < 0.77;
Mdn. = 0.76). All correlations were significant (p < 0.05).
Correlations were statistically significantly different across
countries for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms, SDQ Peer
Relationship Problems, and SDQ Prosocial scales, but were
not statistically significantly different for the SDQ Conduct
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TABLE 4 Means and standard deviations for concurrent validity samples across country.

Scale Croatia Greece Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

Teacher

SSIS SELb SEL composite 41.77 (10.69) 42.85 (10.53) 39.14 (11.14) 41.47 (10.32) 42.98 (10.53) 42.17 (11.71)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

1.43 (2.01) 1.49 (1.91) 1.82 (2.13) 1.89 (1.99) 2.35 (2.23) 2.03 (2.08)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

0.99 (1.46) 0.97 (1.44) 1.27 (1.73) 1.35 (1.73) 1.41 (1.72) 1.13 (1.62)

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

2.91 (2.68) 2.71 (2.57) 2.86 (2.65) 3.32 (2.78) 3.54 (2.86) 2.61 (2.48)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

1.62 (1.85) 1.53 (1.68) 1.79 (1.87) 2.11 (1.93) 1.65 (1.74) 2.08 (1.68)

SDQ—Prosocial 7.62 (2.33) 7.21 (2.43) 6.87 (2.41) 6.89 (2.31) 7.59 (2.32) 7.68 (2.19)

Parent

SSIS SELb SEL composite 42.53 (7.57) 44.47 (7.45) 42.33 (7.53) 37.06 (8.79) 43.98 (7.59) 44.43 (8.72)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

1.25 (1.56) 1.93 (1.86) 2.09 (1.87) 2.24 (1.93) 2.81 (2.03) 2.78 (2.27)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

1.25 (1.11) 1.75 (1.45) 1.62 (1.52) 2.04 (1.49) 2 (1.49) 1.49 (1.55)

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

3.12 (2.15) 2.64 (1.87) 2.99 (2.1) 3.78 (2.37) 4.28 (2.5) 3.13 (2.18)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

1.29 (1.5) 1.13 (1.34) 1.38 (1.55) 2.13 (1.68) 1.69 (1.62) 2.21 (1.68)

SDQ—Prosocial 8.54 (1.53) 8.43 (1.67) 8.09 (1.68) 7.63 (1.8) 8.51 (1.62) 8.34 (1.7)

Student

SSIS SELb SEL composite 44.3 (6.61) 41.89 (7.53) 39.22 (7.82) 41.23 (7.14) 44.55 (7.76) 47.19 (6.91)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

3.49 (2.47) 3.49 (2.59) 3.49 (2.67) 3.63 (2.46) 4.13 (2.24) 3.79 (2.56)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

1.7 (1.31) 2.37 (1.54) 2.08 (1.76) 2.12 (1.47) 2.15 (1.71) 1.77 (1.57)

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

3.59 (2.19) 3.47 (2.42) 3.84 (2.29) 3.86 (2.13) 4.37 (2.32) 3.32 (2.15)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

2.05 (1.73) 1.94 (1.76) 2.01 (1.86) 2.83 (1.85) 2.08 (1.68) 2.52 (1.65)

SDQ—Prosocial 8.12 (1.76) 8.02 (1.65) 7.61 (1.8) 7.27 (1.76) 8.11 (1.79) 8.33 (1.54)

CD—Resilience 28.02 (5.48) 25.88 (6.85) 21.97 (7.95) 25.08 (6.56) 25.03 (7.2) 26.92 (6.99)

SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; CD, Connor Davidson Resilience Scale. SSIS SELb scores range from 0 to 60. SDQ subscale scores range from 0 to 10. CD scores range
from 0 to 40.

Problems and SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention scales. For the
SDQ Emotional Symptoms scale, the correlation for Romania
(r = −0.46) was stronger in magnitude relative to Croatia
(r = −0.32), Italy (r = −0.38), Latvia (r = −0.35), and Portugal
(r = −0.23). The correlation for Portugal also was weaker
than Croatia, Greece (r = −0.43), Italy, and Latvia. Finally,
the correlation for Greece was stronger in magnitude relative
to Croatia. No other correlations were statistically different
across countries.

Regarding predictive validity correlations, patterns mirrored
concurrent validity correlations, but as expected were weaker in
magnitude. Specifically, correlations between the SSIS SELb SEL
Composite and SDQ scales were negative and small to medium
for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms scale (−0.54 < r < −0.18;
Mdn. = −0.25); negative and generally large for the SDQ
Conduct Problems (−0.57 < r < −0.45; Mdn. = −0.52)

and Hyperactivity/Inattention (−0.69 < r < −0.53;
Mdn. = −0.62) scales; negative and generally medium for
the SDQ Peer Relationship Problems scale (−0.51 < r < −0.32;
Mdn. = −0.42); and positive and strong for the SDQ
Prosocial scale (0.55 < r < 0.61; Mdn. = 0.60). As with
concurrent validity correlations, all correlations were significant
(p < 0.05). Predictive correlations were not statistically
significantly different for SDQ Conduct Problems, SDQ
Hyperactivity/Inattention, and SDQ Peer Relationship
Problems, and SDQ Prosocial scales, but correlations were
statistically different across countries for the SDQ Emotional
Symptoms scale. For this scale, the correlation between the SSIS
SELb SEL Composite and SDQ Emotional Symptoms scores
was statistically significantly stronger for Romania (r = −0.54)
compared with all countries including Croatia (r = −0.18),
Greece (r = −0.31), Italy (r = −0.26), Latvia (r = −0.20), and
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TABLE 5 Means and standard deviations for predictive validity samples across country.

Scale Croatia Greece Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Teacher

SSIS SELb SEL composite 41.65
(10.38)

43.03
(9.98)

43.11
(9.87)

43.06
(10.79)

38.36
(11.62)

39.06
(11.6)

41.46
(10.36)

42.94
(10.31)

44.14
(9.60)

43.88
(9.83)

42.91
(11.83)

44.65
(12.07)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

1.39
(1.91)

1.43
(1.9)

1.54
(1.95)

1.41
(1.87)

1.83
(1.98)

1.64
(1.92)

1.81 (2.00) 1.67
(1.87)

2.44
(2.25)

2.28
(2.18)

1.79
(1.96)

1.90
(2.15)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

0.90
(1.33)

1.06
(1.61)

0.92
(1.39)

1.00
(1.45)

1.21
(1.77)

1.32
(1.79)

1.39 (1.77) 1.34
(1.76)

1.29
(1.56)

1.42
(1.64)

1.04
(1.56)

1.05
(1.62)

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

2.93
(2.72)

2.87
(2.74)

3.01
(2.73)

2.92
(2.68)

2.92
(2.65)

2.81
(2.66)

3.24 (2.82) 3.10
(2.70)

3.17
(2.70)

3.30
(2.70)

2.55
(2.58)

2.31
(2.51)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

1.62
(1.92)

1.45
(1.83)

1.60
(1.73)

1.64
(1.69)

1.62
(1.8)

1.49
(1.66)

2.17 (1.99) 2.12
(1.89)

1.50
(1.76)

1.77
(1.78)

2.05
(1.66)

1.76
(1.59)

SDQ—Prosocial 7.74
(2.28)

7.97
(2.28)

7.28
(2.3)

7.11
(2.52)

6.95
(2.48)

7.03
(2.39)

6.97 (2.25) 6.98
(2.34)

7.56
(2.23)

7.41
(2.38)

7.84
(2.20)

8.08
(2.12)

Parent

SSIS SELb SEL composite 42.25
(7.63)

43.71
(7.93)

45.02
(7.21)

45.24
(9.31)

42.52
(7.35)

43.25
(7.80)

37.09 (9.03) 38.20
(9.11)

44.56
(7.44)

45.03
(8.01)

44.48
(8.16)

45.18
(8.33)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

1.18
(1.46)

1.31
(1.65)

1.83
(1.76)

1.73
(1.77)

2.19
(1.95)

2.14
(2.02)

2.23 (1.92) 2.13
(2.00)

2.88
(2.14)

2.68
(2.08)

2.68
(2.11)

2.38
(2.11)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

1.31
(1.12)

1.31
(1.33)

1.65
(1.39)

1.60
(1.34)

1.58
(1.48)

1.55
(1.43)

2.02 (1.48) 2.00
(1.49)

1.96
(1.47)

1.94
(1.54)

1.40
(1.42)

1.33
(1.44)

SDQ—
Hyperactivity/inattention

3.18
(2.2)

3.04
(2.24)

2.66
(1.93)

2.81
(2.24)

2.91
(2.03)

2.80
(1.98)

3.77 (2.42) 3.73
(2.41)

4.39
(2.53)

4.09
(2.56)

2.97
(2.07)

2.76
(2.04)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

1.37
(1.54)

1.37
(1.61)

1.31
(1.51)

1.36
(1.51)

1.28
(1.61)

1.38
(1.66)

2.15 (1.68) 2.11
(1.70)

1.68
(1.66)

1.58
(1.61)

2.13
(1.65)

2.01
(1.66)

SDQ—Prosocial 8.53
(1.55)

8.52
(1.52)

8.12
(2.06)

8.11
(2.26)

8.07
(1.75)

8.09
(1.84)

7.68 (1.80) 7.56
(1.82)

8.51
(1.63)

8.64
(1.61)

8.28
(1.65)

8.42
(1.62)

Student

SSIS SELb SEL composite 44.12
(6.08)

45.22
(6.52)

38.89
(7.77)

41.38
(6.69)

38.62
(6.23)

39.12
(6.66)

40.67 (7.41) 39.93
(7.83)

44.02
(7.98)

44.15
(7.61)

45.84
(7.38)

46.67
(7.47)

SDQ—Emotional
symptoms

3.51
(2.28)

3.71
(2.4)

3.70
(2.93)

2.70
(2.27)

3.68
(2.70)

3.86
(2.56)

3.96 (2.34) 3.85
(2.54)

4.15
(2.30)

4.37
(2.37)

3.80
(2.45)

3.45
(2.75)

SDQ—Conduct
problems

1.67
(1.23)

1.57
(1.17)

2.94
(1.66)

2.34
(1.59)

1.98
(1.53)

1.80
(1.53)

2.15 (1.50) 2.27
(1.58)

1.95
(1.63)

1.91
(1.73)

2.00
(1.37)

1.71
(1.57)

SDQ–
Hyperactivity/inattention

3.49
(2.19)

3.78
(2.08)

4.04
(2.59)

3.04
(2.07)

4.07
(2.14)

3.62
(2.04)

3.94 (1.95) 4.44
(2.19)

4.45
(2.40)

4.48
(2.47)

3.64
(2.38)

3.18
(2.03)

SDQ—Peer relationship
problems

2.22
(1.87)

2.00
(1.6)

2.74
(2.33)

1.87
(1.36)

2.26
(1.89)

2.07
(1.89)

3.05 (1.94) 3.09
(1.87)

1.90
(1.51)

2.10
(1.73)

2.44
(1.70)

2.40
(1.74)

SDQ—Prosocial 7.82
(1.88)

8.00
(1.77)

7.60
(1.99)

8.00
(1.35)

7.39
(1.64)

7.60
(1.71)

7.25 (1.75) 6.97
(1.95)

8.07
(1.80)

8.03
(1.75)

8.33
(1.69)

8.33
(1.71)

CD—Resilience 28.31
(6.16)

27.67
(5.67)

24.79
(7.14)

25.66
(6.27)

21.84
(7.40)

22.04
(8.22)

24.56 (6.69) 25.01
(6.93)

25.44
(7.29)

24.81
(7.59)

27.25
(8.01)

27.69
(7.14)

Portugal (r = −0.24). No other correlations were statistically
significantly different across countries.

SSIS SELb parent

We replicated correlational analyses for the SSIS SELb
Parent. For concurrent validity correlations, SSIS SELb SEL
Composite and SDQ scores were negative and generally small
for SDQ Emotional Symptoms scores (−0.33 < r < −0.19;
Mdn. = −0.24); negative and generally strong for SDQ Conduct

Problems scores (−0.52 < r < −0.48; Mdn. = −0.51); negative
and generally medium for SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention
scores (−0.52 < r < −0.44; Mdn. = −0.46); negative and
generally small for SDQ Peer Relationship Problems scores
(−0.35 < r < −0.28; Mdn. = −0.29); and positive and
generally strong for SDQ Prosocial scores (0.44 < r < 0.65;
Mdn. = 0.59). All correlations were significant (p < 0.05).
Correlations were not statistically different across countries for
SDQ Conduct Problems; SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention; and
SDQ Peer Relationship Problems scales. For SDQ Emotional
Symptoms, the correlation for Portugal (r = −0.19) was
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TABLE 6 Validity coefficients for SSIS SELb composite across country.

Scale Croatia Greece Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

C P C P C P C P C P C P

Teacher

SDQ—Emotional symptoms −0.32 −0.18 −0.43 −0.31 −0.38 −0.26 −0.36 −0.20 −0.23 −0.24 −0.46 −0.54

SDQ—Conduct problems −0.61 −0.47 −0.58 −0.51 −0.65 −0.54 −0.65 −0.53 −0.59 −0.45 −0.61 −0.57

SDQ—Hyperactivity/inattention −0.66 −0.58 −0.67 −0.67 −0.71 −0.63 −0.69 −0.60 −0.64 −0.53 −0.70 −0.69

SDQ—Peer relationship problems −0.47 −0.37 −0.49 −0.42 −0.42 −0.32 −0.53 −0.44 −0.44 −0.41 −0.54 −0.51

SDQ—Prosocial 0.77 0.59 0.76 0.61 0.76 0.60 0.75 0.60 0.65 0.55 0.75 0.61

Parent

SDQ—Emotional symptoms −0.23 −0.19 −0.24 −0.11ns
−0.24 −0.10†

−0.33 −0.24 −0.19 −0.16 −0.32 −0.23

SDQ—Conduct problems −0.52 −0.31 −0.48 −0.27 −0.49 −0.36 −0.52 −0.41 −0.50 −0.37 −0.52 −0.32

SDQ—Hyperactivity/inattention −0.45 −0.39 −0.44 −0.24 −0.47 −0.30 −0.48 −0.40 −0.45 −0.31 −0.52 −0.39

SDQ—Peer relationship problems −0.32 −0.16 −0.28 −0.33 −0.28 −0.28 −0.35 −0.29 −0.29 −0.25 −0.28 −0.06ns

SDQ—Prosocial 0.65 0.50 0.58 0.40 0.56 0.51 0.62 0.65 0.44 0.36 0.59 0.35

Student

SDQ—Emotional symptoms −0.07ns
−0.15ns

−0.24 −0.43 −0.13 0.10ns
−0.18 0.02ns

−0.05ns
−0.15 −0.28 −0.19ns

SDQ—Conduct problems −0.47 −0.24†
−0.47 −0.05ns

−0.41 −0.16†
−0.42 −0.26 −0.40 −0.38 −0.49 −0.30†

SDQ—Hyperactivity/inattention −0.19ns
−0.03ns

−0.43 −0.26†
−0.43 −0.10ns

−0.44 −0.24 −0.45 −0.39 −0.49 −0.30

SDQ—Peer relationship problems −0.40 −0.28 −0.32 −0.19ns
−0.26 0.02ns

−0.29 −0.17 −0.37 −0.29 −0.34 −0.27

SDQ—Prosocial 0.65 0.47 0.50 0.30 0.60 0.42 0.62 0.45 0.54 0.31 0.61 0.42

CD—Resilience 0.41 0.49 0.47 0.19ns 0.47 0.11ns 0.42 0.24 0.44 0.31 0.55 0.47

SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; CD, Connor Davidson Resilience Scale; C, concurrent; P, predictive. Unless otherwise noted, all coefficients were statistically significant (p
< 0.05). ns, not significant and †p < 0.10.

TABLE 7 Statistically significant validity correlation differences across country.

Croatia Greece Italy Latvia Portugal Romania

SSIS SELb teacher

Croatia – SDQ-ES <

Greece SDQ-ES > – SDQ-ES <

Italy – SDQ-ES <

Latvia SDQ-PRP > –

Portugal SDQ-ES < SDQ-PRO <SDQ-ES < SDQ-PRO <SDQ-ES < SDQ-PRO <SDQ-ES < SDQ-PRO < – SDQ-ES <

Romania SDQ-ES > SDQ-ES > SDQ-PRP > SDQ-ES > SDQ-ES > SDQ-PRP > –

SSIS SELb parent

Croatia –

Greece – SDQ-PRO <

Italy –

Latvia – SDQ-PRO > SDQ-PRP > SDQ-
PRO >

Portugal SDQ-PRO < SDQ-PRO < SDQ-ES < SDQ-PRO < –

Romania SDQ-ES > SDQ-PRO > –

SSIS SELb student

Croatia –

Greece – SDQ-ES > SDQ-ES >

Italy – SDQ-PRP <

Latvia –

Portugal SDQ-ES < –

Romania SDQ-ES > SDQ-ES > –

Concurrent correlations below the diagonal; predictive correlations above the diagonal.
≥ = Country in row greater has higher magnitude correlation (regardless of sign).
≤ = Country in column has higher magnitude correlation (regardless of sign).
SDQ, Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire; ES, Emotional Symptoms subscale; PRO, Prosocial Behavior subscale; PRP, Peer Relationship Problems subscale.
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statistically significantly weaker than both Latvia (r = −0.33)
and Romania (r = −0.32), but no other correlations were
statistically different across countries. For the SDQ Prosocial
scale, SEL Composite correlations were weaker for Portugal
(r = 0.44) relative to Croatia (r = 0.65), Italy (r = 0.56), Latvia
(r = 0.62), and Romania (r = 0.59) but no other correlations were
statistically significantly different across countries.

Regarding predictive validity correlations, SSIS SELb SEL
Composite—SDQ correlations were negative and small for
SDQ Emotional Symptoms scores (−0.24 < r < −0.16;
Mdn. = −0.21); negative and generally medium for SDQ
Conduct Problems (−0.41 < r < −0.27; Mdn. = −0.34) and
SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention scores (−0.40 < r < −0.24;
Mdn. = −0.35); negative and generally small for SDQ
Peer Relationship Problems scores (−0.33 < r < −0.06;
Mdn. = −0.27); and positive and generally medium for SDQ
Prosocial scores (0.35 < r < 0.65; Mdn. = 0.45). A few of
these correlations were either marginally statistically significant
(p < 0.10) or not statistically significant (see Table 6). Regarding
cross-country correlation differences, correlations were not
statistically significantly different for correlations involving the
SDQ Emotional Problems, SDQ Conduct Problems, and SDQ
Hyperactivity/Inattention scales. Although the omnibus test for
correlation differences involving the SDQ Peer Relationship
Problems scale was statistically significant (p = 0.013), after
application of the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, only one
individual country comparison was statistically significant.
Specifically, the correlation for Romania (r = 0.06) was
statistically weaker than the correlation for Latvia (r = −0.29).
Correlations also differed across countries for the SDQ Prosocial
scale. Specifically, the correlation for Latvia (r = 0.65) was
statistically larger than Greece (r = 0.40), Portugal (r = 0.36)
and Romania (r = 0.35), but no other correlations were different
across countries.

SSIS SELb student

Finally, we completed analyses for the SSIS SELb SEL
Student Form Composite. Regarding concurrent validity
correlations with outcome measures, we found correlations
were negative and generally small for the SDQ Emotional
Symptoms subscale (−0.28 < r < −0.05; Mdn. = −0.18),
negative and medium for the SDQ Conduct Problems
subscale (−0.49 < r < −0.40; Mdn. = −0.45); negative and
generally medium for the SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention
subscale (−0.49 < r < −0.43; Mdn. = −0.44) and the SDQ
Peer Relationship Problems scale (−0.40 < r < −0.26;
Mdn. = −0.33); positive and strong for the SDQ Prosocial sub
scale (0.50 < r < 0.65; Mdn. = 0.61); and positive and generally
medium for the CD-RISC Composite (0.41 < r < 0.55;
Mdn. = 0.46). Three of these correlations were not statistically
significant, but the remaining were (p < 0.05). Across

countries, most correlations were not statistically different (SDQ
Conduct Problems; SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention; SDQ Peer
Relationship Problems; SDQ Prosocial; CD-RISC Composite).
Correlations were statistically different across countries,
however, for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms correlations.
Specifically, the correlation for Portugal (r = −0.05) was
statistically smaller relative to Greece (r = −0.24) and Romania
(r = −0.28). Further, the correlation for Romania, was also
stronger in magnitude relative to Italy (r = −0.12), but no
other correlations were statistically significantly different across
countries. All correlations are presented in Table 6.

Regarding predictive validity correlations, we found
the correlations were negative and generally small for
the SDQ Emotional Symptoms scale (−0.43 < r < 0.10;
Mdn. = −0.15); negative and generally small for the SDQ
Conduct Problems scale (−0.38 < r < −0.05; Mdn. = −0.25),
the SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention scale (−0.39 < r < −0.03;
Mdn. = −0.25), and the SDQ Peer Relationship Problems scale
(−0.29 < r < 0.02; Mdn. = −0.23); positive and medium for
the SDQ Prosocial scale (0.30 < r < 0.47; Mdn. = 0.42); and
positive and small to medium for the CD-RISC Composite
(0.11 < r < 0.49; Mdn. = 0.28). Many of these correlations
were marginally statistically significant (p < 0.10) or not
statistically significant (see Table 6), especially for Greece and
Italy. Regarding cross-country differences, correlations were
not statistically significantly different across countries for the
SDQ Conduct Problems, SDQ Hyperactivity/Inattention, SDQ
Prosocial, and CD-RISC Composite scores. Correlations did
differ across countries for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms and
SDQ Peer Relationship Problems scales. For the SDQ Emotional
Symptoms scale, the correlation for Greece (r = −0.43) was
statistically larger in magnitude than the correlation for Italy
(r = 0.10) and Latvia (r = 0.02), but no other correlations were
statistically significantly different across country. For the SDQ
Peer Relationship Problems scale, the correlation for Portugal
(r = −0.29) was statistically larger in magnitude than the
correlation for Italy (r = 0.02), but no other correlations were
statistically significantly different across countries.

Discussion

This study was undertaken to examine concurrent and
predictive validity evidence for the Composite scores from
the translated versions of the multi-informant SSIS SELb
Scales. This universal screening scale was developed in the
United States and based on the CASEL five competency
framework (CASEL, 2015). Specifically, the teacher, student, and
parent forms of this assessment of children’s social emotional
learning were translated as part of an investigation of the
effectiveness of a mental health program (PROMEHS) delivered
in schools across six European countries.
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Using existing translated versions of the SDQ, a widely
used multi-informant rating scale of children’s prosocial and
problem behavior, and the 10-item student CD-RISC, a self-
report measure of resilience behaviors, assessment results for
large and representative samples of children were used to
provide insights regarding the theoretical construct of SEL
competency and validity of scores from translated versions
of the SSIS SELb Scales. This construct and social behavior
representative of it was the central outcome variable of the
PROMEHS project and expected to be associated with children’s
mental health and school success.

Major findings

As expected based on our guiding theory about the
development and relevance of SEL competences to children’s
mental health and schooling, we found substantial evidence,
both concurrent and predictive, to support that SDQ Prosocial
scores of students, as rated by parents, teachers, and students,
were correlated positively and moderately with the SSIS SELb
SEL Composite. Specifically, the validity coefficients were
highly consistent across the six participating countries and
three informant types, with (a) concurrent correlations always
stronger than their corresponding predictive correlations and
(b) nearly all these correlations in the moderate to high range.
These findings provide strong evidence of the convergent
validity of scores from the translated SSIS SELb scales.

Second, when SDQ difficulties subscales scores completed
by the same raters were correlated with SELb Composite
scores, the evidence supported the supposition of moderate
negative relations for both the concurrent and predictive
results. Again, the expected pattern was found between
concurrent and predictive correlations across informants from
each country. Specifically, these validity coefficients were
always negative, indicating the nature of the constructs being
measured are different. In fact, each of the four SDQ
problem scales—Emotional Symptoms, Conduct Problems,
Hyperactivity/Inattention, and Peer Relationship Problems—
when completed by each type of informant consistently
correlated negatively with the corresponding SEL composite
score. The magnitude of these negatively related constructs
was generally in the low to moderate range, however, with the
teacher informants these same validity coefficients generally
ranged higher. These levels of magnitude between pairs of
informants are typical (e.g., Elliott et al., 2020).

Finally, there was substantial evidence from students’ self-
ratings to support the supposition that scores from the 10-item
CD-RISC correlated moderately positively with the Composite
SEL scores on the SELb. Again, across all countries (a) the
concurrent validity coefficients were higher in magnitude than
the predictive coefficients and (b) nearly all the indicators of

the relations between the SEL and resilience scores were in
the moderate range.

Additional findings

Taken as a whole, these findings supported our expectations
in most cases. The direction and magnitude of these
validity correlations provides much needed convergent and
discriminant validity evidence for composite scores from a
brief SEL measure translated for use across multiple European
countries. With the large number of correlations computed,
there were some individual correlations that fell outside
the expected magnitude range. For example, the correlation
between the SSIS SELb SEL Composite and the SDQ Emotional
Symptoms scale for the Croatian student sample was 0.07,
which would be considered negligible (Cohen, 1988). Most of
these correlations occurred for student respondents, and the
trend was especially present for predictive validity correlations.
Considering longstanding indications that, due to their still-
developing introspective and self-awareness skills, students tend
to be less reliable reporters than their parents and teachers (e.g.,
Jenkins et al., 2014; Anthony et al., 2020a,b), this pattern is not
surprising. It does suggest that students’ self-ratings should be
interpreted with these considerations in mind.

Another unanticipated observed pattern was that, in general,
correlations were stronger in magnitude for SDQ Conduct
Problems and Hyperactivity/Inattention scales relative to SDQ
Emotional Symptoms and Peer Relationship Problems scales.
This pattern held across informants and countries but was
especially strong for parents and teachers. This finding is
partially explainable by the tendency of external raters to be
better able to rate more observable externalizing behaviors than
internalizing behaviors or more subtle social behaviors to which
they have little access (e.g., Dowdy et al., 2013). Yet, the fact that
it held for student raters as well could also point to differential
relations with negative behaviors and outcomes that could be
important foundations of future validation work for the SSIS
SELb and similar measures. Future research is warranted.

Our cross-country comparisons also yielded some
interesting and potentially important results. The most
striking trend was that validity evidence, while strong in an
absolute sense, tended to be weaker in magnitude for the
Portuguese SSIS SELb and stronger in magnitude for the
Romanian SSIS SELb. These patterns held only for teacher and
parent informants and did not seem to be present for students.
Although these patterns could indicate problems with the
translation of the Portuguese SSIS SELb, this seems unlikely
because the differential validity relationships were only present
for the SDQ Emotional Symptoms, Prosocial, and, to a lesser
extent, Peer Relationship Problems subscales. It is possible
that these SDQ scales have some translation or validity issues
that need to be resolved with further research. Furthermore, it
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is possible that cultural differences in Portugal and Romania
explain the weaker relationship between SEL and these social
constructs in Portugal and the stronger relationship between
them in Romania. Future cross-cultural research is warranted
to better understand the nature and importance of SEL across
European cultures.

Finally, although it was not the goal of this study to consider
the reliability of these translated scales, it bears mentioning that
in generally, the reliability of scores from the SSIS SELb were
strong and would support widespread research applications and,
with further research and development, applied practice as well.
A notable exception to this conclusion was for the Greek SSIS
SELb-S, which showed notably lower test-retest reliability than
SSIS SELb scores from other informants or countries. This
finding held for other informants in Greece (parents) and for
other scales with Greek students (both the SDQ and the CD-
RISC), however, so it may have been an idiosyncratic feature
of data collection of this study. Regardless, further research is
necessary to support the use of the SSIS SELb in Greece.

Limitations and future research

Despite the promising psychometric evidence for the
translated SSIS-SELb, the results should be interpreted with
caution due to some inherent limitations. First, it is important
to note that these data were gathered during the COVID-19
pandemic and the social disruptions and other effects of that
pandemic may have affected results. Next, reliability evidence
for some of the translated external criterion measures was
relatively weak both in the current sample and in prior literature.
As weaknesses in the criterion measures could undermine the
accuracy of some conclusions regarding validity coefficients
from the current study, future studies should employ additional
external criterion measures to further validate scores from
the translated SSIS-SELb. In this vein, it is important to
note that all validity correlations reported in this study suffer
from common method bias because validity analyses were
conducted within informant. Considering that most cross-
informant correlations are modest at best, future work should
utilize external criterion measures such as discipline data,
mental health service utilization data, and other similar sources
of information to further validate scores from the SSIS SELb.
Another possible avenue for further validation work involves
extant group studies. For example, it is well-established that
students’ gender is associated with their SEL skills (e.g., Romer
et al., 2011) with girls tending to be rated as having higher levels
of SEL skills relative to boys. Extant group studies could evaluate
whether this pattern and other known patterns across extant
groups (e.g., disability status; socioeconomic status; etc.) holds
with scores from translations of the SSIS SELb to further support
the validity of scores from these measures.

Relatedly, although the validity data from the study provide
promising evidence for score inferences, more data are needed
to support specific applications in European schools. Because
the SSIS SELb was created primarily to be a universal screener,
conditional probability analyses might be a most profitable
next step, but other data such as acceptability data, change-
responsiveness data, and base rate data would be beneficial as
well. Similarly, although the SSIS SELb is not scored based on
norm-referenced score interpretation, further work evaluating
whether its criterion-referenced scoring approach is cross-
culturally equivalent would greatly support the use of the SSIS
SELb in the included European countries.

Conclusion

The results from this multi-country, multi-informant study
with translated versions of the SSIS SELb Scales provide support
for the validity of their score inferences. In fact, the patterns of
convergent and predictive validity indices for these translated
measures of social emotional learning were consistent with
our theoretical model of SEL competence, conformed to the
research expectations, and were quite consistent across the six
European countries with a diverse sample of children. Although
additional research is necessary regarding specific applications
of each translated version of the SSIS SELb Scales, concurrent
and predictive relations provide promising evidence for the
validity of the Composite scores across multiple informants.
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